The Devils Views…
Education

I hate and despise the British Education system, and I
think it set me back years. As I shouldn’t have to waste
time undoing my Christian brains washing, and
developing the spine to overrule atheists and their
science, which is just as bad as religion as they go “Its
impossible”, “you can’t do that” as I no longer believe in
the rules anymore!
Your science is out of date, your teaching kids to
regurgitate crap as though it’s a religion. maths has no
part in science, and your scientists are desperately trying
to hide behind it in order to avoid explaining anything at
all. you only have to write all the facts out to see the
mess were in.
http://www.thesextree.co.uk/sextree/chemistry/facts.aspx

and this is what we should be doing with kids from day
one. hit them with everything, blow their minds away
with the contradictions to show how stupid the adults
are so they will want to investigate more. like Einstein
and Faraday rather then trying to quote crap. as I’m sick
and tired of meeting university lecturers quoting
philosophers and other famous works as though it
makes them clever, as it does not. Not one of them is
able for formulate their own ideas and quote
themselves!
I have nothing but contempt for academia currently.
exams are worth s**t. as we should be trying to move
things on, not going I don’t believe that. because x told
me so.
We should be teaching our kids because we want to see
them succeed, not because we want to the money for it.
Anyone who says something is impossible should be
fired. Critical thinking as a must, and we must teach the
psychic side. I don’t care about belief. I care about facts,
and what you can prove. Which means I need kids to
start experimenting with clairvoyance, dream work and
other stuff so we can move religion on.
Believe nothing, question everything and still they listen
to nothing. Its too dangerous, you can’t do that.
b**locks its that kind of conditioning which turns them
into slaves.
Finance, the law and philosophy should be tought to
everyone, I shouldn’t have to come back to it years later
and learn it my sel. and to make matters worse. I have
to go trawling through wikepdia, google to get to the

bottom of things, and yes you’ve guessed it. all those
courses/research and experiments I do on my own.
contradict the rest of the world, or what I am taught at
school. and still I have to witness 9 year olds coming
away. going it must be true they taught me at school,
and they know everything there is! wrong! the British
education system couldn’t teach squat and it should be
compulsory to have a declaimer on the top of every
exam. saying this lot is probably wrong!
I do not see the need to pay over £10k for a bunch of
morons to sign off on my work, and my research as I
can deliver the facts on my own. not that it matters as
my experience count for s**t in the west. the western
mind is too lazy to try any experiment which involves
the mind, they would rather buy an off the shelf one,
and listen to an atheist approach. you can’t go round
proving third party communication beyond the five
senses, it would be a crisis of faith.
If god came first? who created god? and how can
anything create itself? and what stops more then one,
creating themselves simultaneously? and just how
exactly is the big band supposed to create something
from nothing as well? is it me or is the problem the
same, totally impossible and ergo proof the impossible
exists, and as such means all your rules/laws are wrong.
As if something can be created from nothing, it means I
can do the same, as I don’t need to be bound by any
rules! your maths is wrong! and I am only bound by the
petty conditioning of your lies, your negativity and well
yes I can! though it might take be awhile to go up
against you incompetence on mass. One against many
to break their reality and move people on for once!
Yes I hate the west, and everything it stands for here. it
is arrogant, racist and stupid and everyone who ever
did anything good in this country flunked the system as
a whole! which tells you school is only good if you want
to be an employee, or a slave for the rest of your life.
anyone with a brain – ignores the grades, researches on
their own, and demonstrates it practically. at which
point the reward is money! while all those academic
eitest snobs who regurgitate their crap, die penyless
and broke. but not before they have successfully brain
washed another generation of kids into not questioning
anything at all!
so yes I resent the west, and everything and the lies I
were tought at school. I wish I had grabbed a psychic
meditation cd sooner, and learnt akido as well (i.e.
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stuck with it) and meditation in general, and how I
resent ever been taken in by religion, chrisitans and
their fear. I should have told them to go to hell sooner,
learnt their books, and destroyed them at will!
You feel stupid when you try doing visualisation of
charkras and things like that. we are tought with
leading questions, implying its wrong, and kids lap it up,
as our text books and to word things like the idea of one
god” is more enlightened, or they used to believe in fire,
earth, air and water and that was crap. well after years
of research I’m starting to come to the conclusion that
fire/earth/air and water (or metal and wood) is actually
a better f**King analogy for it – then the quantum
physics crap , as not one of you seems able to write the
entire lot up, in one cohesive theory which actually
makes sense. you try and pull a load of formulas into it,
which are no use to anyone. Unless you are trying to
build something, and before that you need to know how
it works, and what’s available to you! Then you go for
proof, which is the problem as you don’t really need the
maths for that, just the finished article (trying to cut
corners/be efficient as possible when you make your cut.
Anyway it’s a waste of time, science religion as its only
the money which speaks. The rest is hearsay as it rare
for anyone to actually verify anything at all. Certainly on
the psychic side, it takes too long (no it doesn’t!) and
already I am missing the point education, not name
calling again.
I think kids should be taught as much as possible early
on, those who have a knack for things should be moved
on, and well those who aren’t perhaps should stay at
that grade until they get it right. as its pointless moving
on, if you haven’t got the foundations right. maths is
either easy or hard. there is no in-between, and trying
to jump ahead, just confuses the crap out of you. [In my
opinion]
we should be using the likes of the Michael Thomas
language cds to teach language, as the grammar is
useless until you hit a certain point and it’s the only way
u learnt anything at all. playing constantly in the
background, till it sunk in! the odd words here, and
there, and finally I could actually formulate a sentence –
not a very good sentence, but more then I ever did at
school! Whether my French ex, would understand me
(or me her) is another matter entirely though, but at
least I know French. which is more, then I did at school!
As copying those word lists out don’t work, they have
never worked, until you actually start speaking the
language, and need more word…
as I reflect on the point of exams! I have forgotten the
facts, and all that crap I regurgitated at school (I had to –

to move on, most of it is wrong. see Newton
physics/Christianity for more)
Argument maters, the freedom of expression, image
and art as no one reads anything anymore. you have to
be good at creating an illusion, so they actually think
your good. as they are all talking out their arse, its all
bluff, and bluster, but yes I’m sorry to say. I do see
images in my head, and auras and yes.. YOU CAN PROVE
THAT ITS NOT OLD READING AND BODY LANGUAGE AT
ALL which is part of the problem around here, as one
you get over that hurdle, all the religions, and their leap
of faith fall into place, as its difficult to prove more at
times.
Its easy to read into a situation, and its easy to forget, as
you go I don’t want to deal with that anomyle it breaks
my rule, it breaks my formula and oh dear its right.
if you can’t prove what it is, you can perhaps prove what
it isn’t, and there by what ever is left, must be he truth!
Just don’t expect anyone to believe your testimony, in
the west.
Which is another problem. mental health – anyone
daring to speak about this stuff, is liable to have a break
in, as we seem to penalise anyone for speaking their
mind. you end up with some illiterate f**kwit of a
doctor trying to sign off on you. someone who hasn’t
read around the subject at all, and why is he in mental
health again? which is another bug bear of mine. the
western mind set, of the blind trying to steal the eyes of
those who an see. in an attempt to hide the truth,
because anyone who dares demonstrate experiences
which are inconsistent with their denial, is automatically
rendered insane! psychiatrists should be shot on site,
there is no uh thing as schizophrenia, bi polar or
anything else, is just a conspiracy by morons trying to
suppress people again. much like religion, a nee form of
slavery and fear and we would be better off seeing the
back of the lot! as I have no respect for that industry at
all as they are centuries behind occult research, because
of their prejudice there
We should be teaching Crowley[1] not Christ in our
schools! or at least we should be separating the polities
out, as I am sick of the moralists trying to control how
people, think behave and are. and its no wonder we
have so much misery in the world, when the system is
trying to stop people getting good, so they can leach off
them instead and I’ve had enough with the lot!
[1] one of the British greats, from the golden dawn era which is
censored at best. I shouldn’t be 28 when I find the tree of life.

Ofstead is a waste of money, we should be teaching kids
to think, you know which school are good from their end
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of year grades. you don’t need the other inspections as
well, and the ounce should be on research and sharing
your facts. Which means we have to train people to
stop persecuting people who speak their mind, as too
many companies use appearance, look and views
against you to the point, people are scared of speaking
their mind. I don’t want to live in that world anymore!
Other then that, what can I say.
You lean more by doing a thing, and we need people to
learn from those who know the skill! as they make it up
as they go along anyway, as it takes too long for
knowledge to creep back into the school system as is
and we should all be able to go back, for refresher
courses periodically, just to keep up.
keep your own list of facts, and add to it with time.
People should be taught to appreciate their bodies and
to use condoms as well. The technique of the churches
to teach absonance is nothing more then a deliberate
ploy to make people feel guilty about themselves, and
their emotion, which is designed to induce yet more
slavery and fear into the system and the people at large.
Individuals need to come to terms with their bodies,
and themselves, and learn to enjoy life once more.
We have a duty to pass the facts on, so they an make
their own choice, free of interference and pressure from
all concerned, if anything the people and adults need to
learn to trust one another again! We don’t currently.
Deliberately passing on propaganda looses the respect
of the young, and sooner or later they wake up to it, and
rebel! If you want to stay on good terms with them
through to old age, your going to have to let them
go/let them make their own choices in life, you
shouldn’t be trying to impose your belief set on them, or
trying to shout them down, shut them up, or stop them
doing their own thing when they try and pass their views
on, as the grass is always greener on the other side, and
sooner or later you realise that money isn’t everything
and this life is a waste of time! as this “game” isn’t even
fun anymore!
I have nothing but contempt for government,
parliament and the law. Parliament is not the law, and
the kids should be taught this as well. no “Majority” has
the right to impose its views on a minority, as that’s
what Hitler did, as its like 7 men vote the right to rape a
women in, and that’s wrong, no consent (unless she
does consent, in which case shes a fool!)
as there are too many morons as is (The NHS mainly)
going we can’t do that its protocol, which is b*lloks what
they actually mean to say, is they could do it, but they

are scared of getting into trouble. and so will actually
break the law and illegally detain someone for longer,
because that’s the mentality of the system I guess.
Currently the British Computer Society is threatening me
with disciplinary action, for bring the industry into
disrupted! Accusing me of advertising a sex site
www.thesextree.co.uk [my f**King site] and in turn am
considering filing a law suit against them with the high
court for deformation as well.
as that site is my life, and I have worked hard to pass my
knowledge on. It covers everything from polities to the
occult, and when I opened up about my experiences
(the psychic side) I was persecuted for it. so I battle on
trying to run a social networking site with no money at
all, in an effort to compete against the American sites:
myspace, facebook, twitter, okcupid and others like that.
I have no support, I have no benefit. My only income
being £5100 a year from another house I rented out, this
has not tenant in. I own two homes, I can’t afford my
mortgages, I am defaulting on everything, and am faing
law suits every day from the council claiming I owe them
money in tax, while they pay others who have never
worked a day off.
I used to earn over £35 an hour at my peak, a cosy 2
year contract with one of the banks, and used to rake it
in, not anymore. I learned the occult, and spoke about
my experiences live. I choose the devil not god! I made a
choice to loose the fear, to speak my mind, and be
myself. and it destroyed my utterly. as these vultures
(the system) are more concerned with shutting me up
then anything at all.
the BCS accuse me of
“failing to uphold the reputation of the profession”
for not acting with integrity in my relationships to other
people while carrying out my profession, and not having
due regard for the consequences of my statements on
others. When I made a request for help, from the other
members . Which in turn was a response, to someone
asking for a confirmation back) and well I no longer care
as I have devoted over 12 years trying to do my best for
the profession, and to have those f**kwits come back at
me, for trying to advertise my own site, my own
business while I’m going bankrupt, as they slag me off
publicly for being a sex site was bad enough, but to
accuse me of not having regard for my statements on
others is beyond the pale. as enough is enough, and
they an take their chartered status “MBCS CITP” and
shove it up their arse, as they have no regard to the
progression and business at all. they continue to
propagate the same fear, and the same myths in order
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to con people out of more money, and make them look
important. “you can’t do that” its going to lead to
identity, theft, or you better not do that, and its crap!
another excuse to scare people off doing anything, and
well I’ve made my mind up. they are a waste of time,
and a waste of money, and If I ever did make it (unlikely)
I would not touch their membership at all, as they are
bunch of negative neighs sayers, and I have nothing but
contempt for them now.
I regret being taken in by letters, and academia at a very
young age, it’s a waste of time. I should have just left
and tried my own Company then. I wished I had read the
likes of rich dad, poor dad sooner, and well learnt to
think for myself instead. took a French women and a
few random encounters with psychics/gypsies to get me
speaking my mind, but it all comes too late in the end.
I can’t afford to loose a law suit against them (no money
for costs), and yet I think I have no choice and if and
when I sue them for deformation, and while part of me
thinks I have no choice to fight this one out, my
reputations on the line, and yet I know in truth
thesextree will speak itself, and I have no need for
letters anymore, as I live and die by what I put out. I just
wished Id learn to proof read more, sooner that is all!
The BCS can go to hell, Durham Council can go to hell –
they know I’m not on benefit, brining nothing in, and the
Christian church can go to hell, for all the mystery its
caused. and yes Britain as well, for continuing ti f**k the
people over, breaking into peoples homes illegally, and
I’ve had enough. we introduced Europe for a reason
(both Europes in fact!) and that reason has been lost in
Britian today. mais c’est la vive, je devine… time moves
on, and we forget why!
much like I forget why I was writing this, the hair broke.
Damocles forgot, and the rest is history for the pigs
walked again, and that’s the problem : parliament is not
the law! as that stands above us uncensored and
unwritten for no man, government or religion shall steal
the law, write the law, or claim it as their own. as we are
all free man, and no amount of numbers (or flag) will
ever give you the right to dictate to another group of
people what they an and can’t do. as I have the same
right to bare arms as amercia does. I am but one man,
and claim the same rights in law as they do. for its my
body, and my right to dictate what goes into it. If I want
to take drugs, smoke dope, while being chained to a
bed, as two lesbians make lover to me, as I try and
perform Gnostic trance in the devils name, that is my
right, as a free man, obviously I may not want to do all
those things, but if everyone consent I see no reason not
to. As its not any concern of yours what we do!

Obviously anyone has a right to defend their person, and
their land from aggression, as much as I have the right
to renounce British citizenship to form my own state
(See article 15, article 17 of the united nations
declaration of rights) as I refuse to kneel to tyranny
anymore. screw the lot, and screw the BCs they are
morons everyone one, and I have no respect for them
anymore.
too much persecution, too much mystery and too little
time, as money is everything now. Britain screws you
in the end, which is perhaps the only education you ever
need to know, there are exceptions to the rule, but the
many will take you down, and its just a matter of time.
do you recant, and tell them what they want to know?
or do you stick to your guns and die a martyrs death, in
the hope that one day the truth will come out! not that
it matters anyway, but life moves on, and we suck at this.
never surrender the high ground, and assume everyone
on this planet is going to screw you over until proven
otherwise. However my view is trust them, until they
betray you as someone has to make the first move, and
well the rest is history again…
It needs a rewrite, much as this article does – but why
bother really? you think your coming back here, and
need reminder? one which tip the balance, and buy you
time, or is it for other people? and if so why… as I give
up, really I do.
Socrates was right, they are crap, and I really need
hemlock now, as this game is dull!
[draft article - work in progress, needs another rewrite
here – why do they think Dawking is good? is it because
he actually got off his arse and finished that crap book,
or the fact he managed to find a publisher at all? as this
lot doesn’t flow at all]
•
•

Yes kids should have the choice of eating
vegetables for lunch
I don’t care what religion/political party a
teacher is from, so long as they do their job
and teach the kids to keep an open mind and
to build on the knowledge of yesteryear,
rather then living in fear/a slave to the system
as is.
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